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MALAYSIA’S CONTINUING GREEN ASPIRATIONS BEYOND 2020

In June 2019, one of the authors co-wrote 
an article calling for a refresh of the 
Malaysian Renewable Energy Act (“RE Act”). 
With the tenth anniversary of the RE Act 
approaching, it was felt that the legislation 
needed to be revised so that new renewable 
energy policies could spur growth in the 
electricity supply industry.

While acknowledging the important role 
the RE Act played in establishing the 
country’s popular feed-in tariff system, the 
article argued for new and more aggressive 
programmes, such as renewable energy 
credits and increased energy efficiency.

It was contended that the RE Act was past 
its prime and a reboot was imperative to 
keep Malaysia on track in achieving its 
aspiration of sourcing 20% of its power 
generation needs in 2025 from renewable 
resources.

Then 2020 came with its unique and 
unprecedented set of challenges.

Firstly, there was a sudden change in the 
Malaysian Government and a consequential 
reshuffle in ministries and departments. The 
Ministry of Energy, Science, Technology and 
Climate Change was restructured into three 
separate ministries, causing an inevitable 
lag in the continuation of policies.

The unforeseen COVID-19 pandemic also 
threw a spanner in the works for sustainable 
energy laws and other legislation because 

the necessary imposition of the Movement Control Order slowed down the promulgation 
of new laws that did not directly deal with the handling of the pandemic.

Yet, it would be a gross oversimplification to say that politics and the pandemic held back 
Malaysia’s drive for renewable energy and sustainability.

Although legislative activity was sluggish, Malaysia displayed a persistence in its green 
aspirations throughout 2020 with continued efforts by the Government and other 
stakeholders in the industry to promote and increase renewable energy generation.

Investors and other observers should take a closer and more discerning look at Malaysia’s 
electricity supply industry to discover the many opportunities that continue to exist in the 
renewable energy sphere. Details on initiatives can be obtained from our 2020 issue of 
the Green Publication, while more recent developments are discussed in this article.

The good news for sustainable energy 
proponents is that Malaysia remains 
committed to source a significant amount 
of its power generation from renewable 
resources and this is expected to lead 
to a steady increase in new renewable 
energy capacities in Malaysia in the 
coming years.

For one, the 2025 target of sourcing 20% 
of Malaysia’s power generation from 
renewable resources set by the previous 
Government was increased by the new 
Government to 31% and further increased 
to 40% by 2035.

What to expect in 2021 and
beyond for sustainable energy

Slight setback in 2020
for green energy policies

https://www.zicolaw.com/resources/publications/the-renewable-energy-act-is-malaysia-powering-up-right/
https://www.zicolaw.com/resources/publications/green-publication-1-0-powering-asean-sustainably-combating-climate-change/
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Source: Energy Commission, ‘Report on Peninsular Malaysia Generation Development Plan 2020 (2021-2039)’ 
(March 2021).

Projection on Capacity Mix by Fuel
in Malaysia (2021-2039) 

The Sustainable Energy Development 
Authority (“SEDA”), the authority 
responsible for the administration of the 
RE Act, has also been active throughout 
2020 notwithstanding pandemic challenges. 
It has worked on a Renewable Energy 
Transition Roadmap (“RETR”), which is 
a study on methods to decarbonise the 
electricity supply industry. Its results 
are expected to be released in 2021. 
According to SEDA, the publication of the 
RETR will lead to a reduction of Malaysia’s 
dependence on petroleum products, 
accelerate renewable energy and make the 
transition to renewable energy an integral 
part of the recovery of the Malaysian 
economy post-COVID-19.

Projection on New RE Capacity
in Peninsular Malaysia (2021- 2035)

* This represents the Laos-Thailand-Malaysia (LTM) interconnection established by the governments of 
Laos, Thailand and Malaysia. The arrangement is in furtherance of ASEAN’s ambition to leverage on 
the power grid interconnections to enhance power system stability. Based on the Report, it currently 
stands at 300 MW which is projected to contribute minimally at 1% to Malaysia’s capacity mix.

Source: Energy Commission, ‘Report on Peninsular Malaysia Generation Development Plan 2020 (2021-2039)’ 
(March 2021).

Green energy initiatives
and investment opportunities

According to the Energy Commission in its 
Report on Peninsular Malaysia Generation 
Development Plan 2020 (2021-2039) 
published in March 2021 (“Report”), 
these targets will require 1,178 MW of 
new renewable energy capacities to be 
developed by 2025 and 2,414 MW of 
new renewable energy capacities to be 
developed by 2035 (see the graph on the 
right on Projection on New RE Capacity in 
Peninsular Malaysia (2021-2035)). These 
will have to come with requisite investments 
in renewable generating facilities and also 
improvements to the grid system and 
energy storage systems.

There have also been pronouncements 
by the Government of plans to achieve 
energy efficiency savings of up to 8% by 
2025 and reduce the country’s dependence 
on coal by ceasing the planting up of new 
coal-fired power plants. In the case of the 
latter, the Jimah East plant commissioned 
in 2019 is expected to be Malaysia’s last 
new coal-fired power plant – other coal 
plants in the future, if any, would be 
replacements. Overall, it is projected that 
renewable resources for energy generation 
would increase from 17% in 2021 to 31% 
in 2039 whilst coal as a fuel for energy 
generation would fall from 37% in 2021 
to 22% in 2039 (see the graph on the 
right on Projection on Capacity Mix by 
Fuel in Malaysia (2021-2039)). This would 
be a significant fall for coal, which had 
historically experienced a remarkable four 
hundredfold increase as a primary fuel 
since the 1980s.

Based on the Report, the retirement of 
a number of coal power plants namely, 

Kapar Energy Ventures, TNB Janamanjung, Tanjung Bin Power and Jimah Energy Venture 
with a total capacity of 7,044 MW would only be replaced by 2,800 MW of new coal capacity 
from 2029 through 2034.

The Malaysia Budget 2021 similarly reflects the Government’s commitment to encourage 
a green economy agenda. Budget 2021 objectives have noticeably been aligned with 
Sustainable Development Goals. This led to the extension of the existing Green 
Technology Financing Scheme with a fund size of RM2 billion up to 2022 to encourage the roll 
out of more Sustainable & Responsible Investment (“SRI”) sukuk. This is in addition to the 
income tax exemption that has been extended to 2025 benefiting Green SRI Sukuk 
issuers who receive Green SRI Sukuk Grants from the Securities Commission Malaysia.
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The existing large scale solar bidding programme that was 
introduced in 2016 for solar photovoltaic power plants was given 
a boost with its fourth cycle launched in May 2020. 

The programme, “Large Scale Solar by Malaysia Electricity Industry 
to Attract RE Investment” exercise or LSS@MEnTARI, offered a 
quota of up to 1,000 MW to bidders. ‘Mentari’ denotes the sun 
in the Malay language and LSS@MEnTARI was Malaysia’s largest 
bidding programme for the planting up of solar photovoltaic 
power plants thus far.

In June 2020, SEDA completed a peer-to-peer electricity trading 
pilot project to potentially address the growing increase 
of distributed generation in Malaysia. With peer-to-peer 
arrangements, owners of distributed energy resources will 
be given the choice of either selling their excess energy to the 
local utility or other consumers. 

The NEM 3.0 programme is the third generation of the NEM 
mechanism, which allows consumers to install rooftop solar 
photovoltaic systems and generate electricity for their own 
consumption and sell any excess electricity to the distribution 
licensee. 
The NEM 3.0 programme introduces three initiatives:

NEM Rakyat NEM GoMen
NEM NOVA (Net 

Offset Virtual 
Aggregation)

For domestic 
consumers 
(100 MW quota 
launched on 1 
February 2021). 
Sale of excess 
energy on “one-on-
one” offset basis.

For Government 
ministries and 
entities (100 MW 
quota launched on 1 
February 2021). Sale 
of excess energy on 
“one-on-one” offset 
basis.

For commercial and 
industrial sectors 
(300 MW quota 
launched on 1 April 
2021). Sale of excess 
energy on system 
marginal price.

Consumers participating under the NEM Rakyat and NEM 
GoMen will be able to export excess energy back to the grid 
on a “one-on-one” offset basis with a credit rolling period of 12 
months. On the other hand, NEM NOVA consumers can export 
excess energy back to the grid on the basis of system marginal 
price with a credit rolling period of a month.

Note too that NEM NOVA consumers can opt to offset excess 
electricity by distributing it through virtual aggregation in up 
to three different electricity bill accounts of its designated 
premises. Across the initiatives, the offset mechanism will be 
available only for the first 10 years from the NEM consumer’s 
contract with the distribution licensee, after which the NEM 
consumer’s electricity consumption will be converted to a self-
consumption basis.

It is expected that the NEM 3.0 programme would further 
drive a rise in corporate power purchase agreements and solar 
leasing agreements between corporate parties based on their 
preferred business models. 

Malaysian Journey on Large Scale Solar

Malaysian Journey on NEM

The following section provides an overview of other recent initiatives introduced by the Government to encourage sustainability.

“The sun
is shining, brighter  
than ever.
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The mGATS is a platform launched by TNBX Sdn. Bhd. in late 
2019 that allows renewable energy generators, retailers and 
consumers to purchase Renewable Energy Certificates (“REC”) 
to reduce their carbon footprint across value chain.

A REC is a tradable market-based instrument. It represents 
the delivery of 1 MWh of renewable energy to the grid and all 
associated environmental benefits of displacing 1 MWh of 
conventional power and provides the REC holder with the rights 
to the renewable energy generated.

Currently, there are only nine large scale solar photovoltaic 
power plants with a total capacity of 409 MW that have been 
registered with mGATS.2 The recent rise of virtual power 
purchase agreements (vPPAs), a financial arrangement to trade 
RECs, is expected to contribute to the growth in RECs trading 
in Malaysia and encourage the expansion of the mGATS 
platform to include involvement by other renewable schemes in 
the coming years.

As part of the continuous efforts to reduce waste disposal to 
landfills and improve solid waste management in Malaysia, 
the Government had earlier announced its plans to set up 
six WtE plants in Malaysia by 2025 through the Public Private 
Partnership (PPP) model.

As at the time of writing, the first WtE plant at Ladang Tanah 
Merah, Lukut, Negeri Sembilan, is due to begin commercial 
operation. The WtE plant is expected to be able to treat and 
process 600 tonnes of municipal solid waste per day and 
generate up to 25 MW of green energy.

The Government, through the Ministry of Housing and Local 
Government (KPKT), has launched two tenders requesting 
for proposals in respect of two upcoming WtE projects at 
Bukit Payong, Batu Pahat, Johor and Sungai Udang, Melaka, 
respectively. Both of the plants are required to have a minimum 
capacity of treating and processing 800 tonnes of municipal 
solid waste per day. The bid submission for the Bukit Payong 
WtE project closed on 7 April 2021 and the bid submission 
for the Sungai Udang WtE project is scheduled to close on 
10 May 2021.

As part of the effort to enhance grid stability and address the 
intermittency of variable renewable energy such as solar energy, 
the Grid System Operator would be launching a pilot project 
for grid-connected BESS before it is introduced into the grid 
system in 2030. Based on the Report, the Government plans 
to install BESS of 100 MW annually up to 500 MW between 
2030 to 2034. 

Green evolution,
one step at a time.

Tenaga Nasional Berhad, the national utility company, established 
a green tariff rider scheme in late 2019 and this scheme was 
continued throughout 2020. Under the myGreen+ scheme, 
consumers can purchase renewable energy without having to 
install renewable energy installations. This was made possible 
through an allocation of 37,267,230 kWh made by the utility 
(determined and approved by the Energy Commission), so that 
consumers could purchase or subscribe 100 kWh blocks of 
such green energy at the rate of 8 sen/kWh. 

Such purchasers or subscribers would be given a myGreen+ 
Subscription Certificate that promotes their efforts in 
sustainability. However, the response to this scheme has been 
rather tepid as there are only 150 myGreen+ subscribers as of 
15 April 2021 and a quota of 37, 114,630 kWh out of the 
allocation remains unsubscribed.1

1 Tenaga Nasional, ‘myGreen+’ <https://www.tnb.com.my/mygreenplus>. 
2 Malaysia Green Attribute Tracking System, ‘Potential REC Generation’ <https://www.mgats.com.my/re-plants>. 

https://www.tnb.com.my/mygreenplus
https://www.mgats.com.my/re-plants
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The authors remain hopeful that this will 
also be the case for the rest of 2021 as 
the Government aims for a Malaysian 
economic recovery rooted in sustainable 
and responsible development. The 
commitment by the Government for 
more renewables paves the way for new 
renewable energy plant ups to address 
any gaps in Malaysia achieving its green 
aspirations. At the time of writing, the 
Government had just concluded the 
inaugural meeting of the Malaysian 
Climate Change Action Council (MyCAC) to 
mobilise climate action. Encouragingly, the 
Government through MyCAC has reiterated 
its interest in carbon trading and a “green 
recovery plan” and a “holistic sustainable 
development”, on top of a commitment to 
implement a Low Carbon Development Plan 
2021 – 2030 and a National Low Carbon City 
Master Plan.

Looking forward

Contact us

This article was edited by ZICO Knowledge Management.
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prior written permission.

This article is updated as at 21 April 2021. The information in this article is for general information only and is not a substitute for legal advice. If you require any 
advice or further information, please contact us.

If you have any questions or require any additional information, you may contact the following persons or 
the ZICO Law partner you usually deal with.

Amin Abdul Majid 
Partner 
amin.abdul.majid@zicolaw.com
t. +603 2087 9976

Caera Lee Huan Yin 
Senior Associate 
caera.lee@zicolaw.com
t. +603 2087 9986

Amin has advised clients and stakeholders on energy and 
infrastructure projects for close to twenty years. He is a subject 
matter expert on legal and strategic issues surrounding electricity, 
oil and gas, coal and also renewable energy. Amin has also been 
active in the drafting and negotiation of engineering and 
construction contracts and concession agreements for expressways, 
rail transport and water treatment.

Amin is familiar with legislative reform having assisted in the drafting 
of the Malaysian Renewable Energy Act 2011 and its subsidiary 
legislation and also Malaysia’s recent attempt to enact an energy 
efficiency statute.

Amin has advised on power generation projects in Myanmar, 
Cambodia and Kazakhstan. Amin was also a country representative in 
negotiations for ASEAN’s regional power grid.

Caera’s practice spans all aspects of Projects, Infrastructure & 
Utilities matters. She has worked with clients across a broad range 
of sectors including power and renewable energy, oil and gas, 
railways, manufacturing and construction and engineering.

She is frequently involved in helping clients across stages of a 
project’s life cycle from project structuring, risk analysis and 
management, preparation and negotiation of project documentation 
through financial close. Recent experience includes advising on the 
bidding of waste-to-energy project and the development of solar 
energy projects in Malaysia.

She also has considerable experience in corporate and commercial 
matters relating to joint ventures, acquisitions and foreign 
investment in Malaysia.

On those counts, Malaysia will continue to be a promising focus for investments linked to 
renewable energy as it charts the course toward a more sustainable and resilient economy.
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